TO
FAIRVIEW RESIDENTS

FOR OUR YOUTH

6 * JERROTHIA RIGGS
9 * JEE TORRES
11 * MIKE McGUIRE
FOR SCHOOL BOARD

ON TUESDAY, APRIL 3RD, THE SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION WILL BE HELD AT THE YORKSHIP SCHOOL FROM 2 PM TO 9 PM.

TRADITIONALLY, THE VOTER TURNOUT IS LOW FOR THIS TYPE OF ELECTION. THIS WILL ALLOW A RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PEOPLE OF FAIRVIEW TO PLACE TWO 14TH WARD RESIDENTS, THAT WILL WORK TOGETHER, ON THE BOARD. OUR TEAM WOULD BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY.

WE NEED A LARGE AMOUNT OF RESIDENTS TO COME TO THE POLLS AND VOTE, TO MAKE THIS POSSIBLE. ENOUGH VOTES FROM FAIRVIEW WILL MEAN A WIN FOR FAIRVIEW.

I AM ASKING YOU TO SUPPORT MYSELF, JEE TORRES AND JERROTHIA RIGGS. LET'S COME OUT IN BIG NUMBERS TO ELECT THESE THREE CANDIDATES.

YOUR FRIEND AND NEIGHBOR

MICHAEL P. McGUIRE
sign language silence:
graduation exercises
the School for the Deaf

tiger swallowtail
circling yew bushes, tandem flies
on the back of my hand

spiraling
up from dandelions:
mating butterflies

empty stadium
the evening sun
entering the empty church
centers on the Lord

entering the tunnel
centers the evening sun
tiger swallowtail
flutters over spatterdocks

covers up her smile
the candidate's face
replacing the toothpaste ad
covers up her smile

empty farmhouse
filled with sunlight and shadow
dead mouse on the sill

sitting by the lake
taking in the insect scene:
the bass's mistake

up through the trees
carrying the dawn on their wings
a flock of pigeons
tiny fingerprints
faded wallpaper flowers:
fifty summers since

summer solstice:
gypsy moth caterpillars
eating out the moon

beyond tenements
reflecting the cemetery:
city sewage pond

signing myself out
of the Coronary Ward:
the sun on the lawn

faraway barking
following a blue
farwa

faraway barking--
following a blue jay's scream:
misty silence
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"The Official snack
of the 1984...........

billboard junkfood

"The Official Snack
of the 1984...........

billboard girl snickers

noticing the buds
on the branch by the widow:
my palsied mother

cutting

cutting off his pigtail,
entering the monatsery
the old matador fails

young grass and old snow
gracing soldiers graves

leaving the arena,
entering the monastery

burning the Sunday Collection
burning the Sunday collection in the trash

leaving the arena,
entering the monastery:
cutting off his pigtail

duckweed on the creek

old big Ben
tolling the end of the war:
bitter cold

after flying geese
mirrored in the rain barrel:
my own reflection

removing
the hood and habit:
the heat

last Sunday's col

the long week
of waiting for his body:
the heat

burning the Sunday Collection

burning the Sunday Collection in the trash: Ash Wednesday
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In the waiting room
palpised hands have stopped
the doctor's office;
mother's palpised hands have stopped
the staring children

the doctor's office;
palpised hands stop and start again
staring children

doctor's office
palpised
the doctor's office
palpised hands in her pockets;
staring children

doctor's office
palpised hands in her pockets;
staring children

In the city park,
a symphony of cicadas
perform after dark
removing graffiti
from the walls of the Men's Room:
the heat
from maple to oak
with blue sky in between:
cicada

searching for Comfrey,
flushing a ring-necked pheasant:
the path through grove

under Mt. Popo
shadowing Cuernavac:
the Day of the Dead

railroad crossing bell
ringing
sounding in the summer rain:
scent of honeysuckle

my palpised mother
fallen on the kitchen floor:
my brother's picture
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the knifegrinder's bell fades in the afternoon heat:
cicada

an autumn evening leaving father's body in the hospital

the way tiny boats carry lighted candles on Hiroshima Day

Taking the tarpaulin off the infield: the heat

a rat swims

a rat swims out of the spatterdocks:
a cat creeps ashore
twiddling his thumbs musing on his navel
the potbellied monk hums

my palsied mother with her hands in her pockets
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On Tuesday, April 3rd, the School Board election will be held at the Yorkship School from 2 PM to 9 PM.

Traditionally, the voter turnout is low for this type of election. This will allow a rare opportunity for the people of Fairview to place two 14th Ward residents, that will work together, on the board. Our team would benefit the community.

We need a large amount of residents to come to the polls and vote, to make this possible. Enough votes from Fairview will mean a win for Fairview.

I am asking you to support myself, Jee Torres and Jerrothia Riggs. Let's come out in big numbers to elect these three candidates.

Your friend and neighbor

Michael P. McGuire
Viet Nam statue
replacing the monument:
my dead brother's face

the faraway crow
following the blue jay's screams
the misty silence

In the shadow
of the incinerator:
the asthmatic child

thrusting carnations
coffin's
under the bronze crucifix:
autumn downpour

bitter cold morning
blowing on the frozen lock:
the old sexton's breath

on the Pentagon steps
swept by the autumn wind:
the shadow of the flag

moving the tombstones,
making the Quaker graveyard
into a playground

the old battleground;
now a field of wild aster
with children's laughter

not a drop of rain:
only dust and grasshoppers
on the Kansas plains

collecting cicadas
rising in the heat and haze:
the creek at my feet

cover the rollers
slipping darkly whitely:
the names of the dead

choking in the smoke
from the incinerator:
the asthmatic child

city playground
filled with school children:
emptied by the bell

the flag
now a field of wild aster
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palsied hands holding
a bowl of bread crumbs
feeds the mourning doves
circling the old pond,
centering the autumn moon:
the morning jogger
gathering for tea,
discussing nuclear freeze:
Ladies' Society....

with each gust of wind
erasing cherry blossoms:
the face of the moon
now the tree is bare:
replacing cherry blossoms
the face of the moon
snow-covered branches
replacing cherry blossoms:
the face of the moon
through snow-covered limbs
replacing cherry blossoms
on the misty beach
reaching the rusty hull:
screeching gulls
depth in the river,
depth in the river,
through the spokes of a wagon wheel:
quivering eel grass
undersides of leaves
reflecting the rippling lake:
the wake of the sun
through the ticker tape
parade for the nuclear freeze:
monarch butterfly
one mallard and drake
parting the darkening lake:
the wake of the sun
on the small coffin
at nightfall, a firefly settles
on a rose petal
clearing off the shelf
sharing the dust of years:
the bust of myself
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on frozen tundra,
with velvet antlers still locked:
caribou skeletons

cold morning rain
exchanging a roll of bills:
the scent of cocaine
cemetery path
through a crack in concrete:
a tuft of young grass

on the muddy creek,
huddled among spatterdocks:
motherless mallards

midnight alley
mingling with metal wind chimes:
the yowling of cats

our neighbor's viewing
pinned to a spray of roses:
a suicide note

my fifty sixth June:
still alone on a journey
into the unknown

pinned to the rowboat,
lifting in the autumn wind:
a suicide note

Cemetry Hill
out of the mouths of cannon:
dripping icicles
placing a wreath
on Nazi graves at Bitberg;
the thaw of spring frost

early spring frost
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now the flag is still shadowing the monument:
bugler on the hill

Hiroshima Day reflected in a rain puddle:
a disfigured face

Hiroshima Day
reflected in a rain puddle:
a disfigured face

a mushroom cloud
reflected in a puddle:
a disfigured face

shipped to Viet Nam,
a package of homemade cookies
returned unopened

like the mushroom cloud
in the shallows of the lake:
a disfigured face

In the rain puddle
reflecting a mushroom cloud:
a disfigured face

now the flag is still shadowing the monument:
the/palsied/widow
the palsied widow
my palsied mother

the scorched lily pads
in the shallows of the creek:
the heat

empty dory adrift—
on the bottom of the bay:
beat of the drumfish
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Hiroshima ruins
reflected in a rain puddle:
a disfigured face

In the cold dark dawn,
now the cold dark dawn:
a weasel in the woodpile
eyes the old rooster

on the copper plates
melting in the bronze bell mold:
names of the dead

empty pumpkin
filled with sunlight and shadow:
the fallen mask, too

the church gathering
shivering on the muddy shore
blesses the river

winter sunrise:
a weasel in the woodpile
eyes the old rooster

from out of a cloud
still reflected in the lake:
the autumn moon

lily:
out of the water...
out of itself.

mother
with a cake that failed
gives the birds a treat.

Nick Virgilio
Nick Virgilio
Nick Virgilio
the quick brown foz jumps othe lazy dog

mother with a cake that failed
mother with lily out of the water
mother with a cake that failed
mother with a

among the ruins
reflected in a mirror:
a disfigured child

alone at the Tomb
of the unknown soldier:
the autumn moon
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against the church wall,
only the heat from their bodies;
chill winds of fall

shaking the branches
of the lakeside mulberry;
breakfasting carp

on the antena
running through its repertoire:
mockingbira

against the church wall,
the heat from their small bodies;
child winds of fall

against the church wall,
small children huddled asleep
sharing body heat

sharing body heat
huddled against the church wall;
small children asleep

twenty eighth of June:
a quarter to eleven
under the full moon

at the traffic light,
turning tricks with truck drivers:
whores in the heat
tales of the old South
punctuated by his cane:
asleep in the heat

alone in the grove
among the tongues of tombstones:
the misty silence

alone in the grove
among the tongues of tombstones:
young love

pock marks in the dust
punctuated by his cane:
tales of the old South

the same old panhandler
passes me again

again and again

failing to climb the wall of wind
failing to climb
the wall of spring wind:
sparrow with vine

Normandy graveyard:
a tattered American flag
waving in the wind
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the ambulance lights
on the fallen snow

an autumn evening
the wake at the church

yesterday's headlines
plastered on the passing hearse:
the Mass for the Dead

Christmas sled
twisted on the

Christmas sled
flattened on the fallen snow;
ambulance lights

Christmas sled
crushed on frozen snow:
ambulance lights

on the frozen snow
reflecting ambulance lights:
crushed Christmas sled

In the mud puddle,
on the eve of election:

Beggan's reflection
against the church wall
only the heat from their bodies:

where the willow stood
shadowing the lake shallows:
the wake of the storm

alone on the lake
in the wake of the storm:
a gull on a stake

waiting room silence:
palsied hands almost still:

staring children

scum-covered pond:
returning dragonfly
becomes fern frond

an autumn evening!...

her telephone number changed
to an unpublished...

evening sun:
replacing the yellow rose
with a red one

Laster alone:
ordering a ham sandwich
on the telephone...

cleaning out the house
after father's funeral
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Thank you for wafting your beauty my way;  
Bless you for weaving a wonderful day!

what a fine handshake character endows:  
warmth and human kindness from milking cows.

village flag/rail mast,  
its halyard slapping the pole:  
slow tolling bell

taking the tonsure,  
entering the monastery:  
approaching winter

written on Walt Whitman's Tomb

like this couplet let us join  
our hearts making one bright coin

like this couplet let us join  
our heads and hearts on one coin

up the mountain road  
to the autumn moon  
close proximity, like this rose:  
would I be near your superb nose
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empty farmhouse
filled with sunlight and shadow:
the rain barrel too

cicadasundown
mockingbirdawn
wild cherry cocoon:
gypsy moth caterpillars
eating out the moon
those little angels
kneeling at the Communion rail
upset the garbage
city mockingbird
singing in a sycamore:
cicada

on the altar cloth,
in and out of the priest's shadow:
a Luna moth

stars are rents in the Tent of Heaven:
moonlight through a crannied mosque
misty silence
following a blue jay's scream:
faraway barking

the alarm clock
the alarm clock
winding down to silence:
cicada
flies on mother's lap
as she sleeps in the porch chair:
her palsied hands still
doctor's office
palsied hands almost still:
staring children
passing the temple
everhearing: "only one"
cicada

on the maple leaf,
on the piece of white paper:
a horsefly creeps
on the maple leaf,
on the piece of white paper:
autumn horsefly

the fair weaver comes
wearing her hair in a
bearing chrysanthemums
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up cathedral steps, carrying uncle's coffin, holding my hernia

the cold musty smell through the empty cathedral: the funeral bell

wedding night bed sheets hanging from the balcony: Curious neighbors locking up

Assumption Sunday the blessing of sea water

Atlantic City: the blessing of sea water

removing her wedding band: the heat

on father's birthday, up the footpath to the grave: the following wind

fashioning a fan out of the church bulletin: the heat

tenement Christmas lights draping the fire escape: Santa Claus burglar

replacing cherry blossoms sick room fly lighting on the wash basin: the heat

flickering candle plays on family faces: the long night

doctor's office palsied hands in her pockets: staring children

flickering candle plays on family faces: the long day and night
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On Tuesday, April 3rd, the School Board election will be held at the Yorkship School from 2 PM to 9 PM.

Traditionally, the voter turnout is low for this type of election. This will allow a rare opportunity for the people of Fairview to place two 14th Ward Residents, that will work together, on the board. Our team would benefit the community.

We need a large amount of residents to come to the polls and vote, to make this possible. Enough votes from Fairview will mean a win for Fairview.

I am asking you to support myself, Jee Torres and Jerrothia Riggs. Let's come out in big numbers to elect these three candidates.

Your friend and neighbor

Michael P. McGuire
m ead ow bu ll cl o ze i a
topple the billboard
her face in the mud

meadowland billboard
reflected in the salt creek:
her rippling laughter

meadow l

meadowland billboard
reflected in the icy brook:
her rippling laughter

meadowland billboard
reflected in the tidal pool:
her rippling laughter

boulevard billboard
the Star of X-Rated Films:
her seductive smile

where Burma Shave signs
lined the highway through the pines:
a string of spring Haiku

at his wife's viewing,
by the blanket of roses:
his oxygen tank

a milkweed seed
drifting over my shadow

my shadow merging
with the shadow of the oak:
a milkweed seed
drifting over my shadow
at the edge of the grave

city bulldozers
topple the billboard:

boulevard billboard
torn down for pornography:
her seductive smile
city bulldozers
topple the 'perno billboard:
her seductive smile
cemetery silence:
a single cicada mingles
with the priest's prayer
noticing the buds
on the branch by the window:
in the invalid's eye

Hiroshima Day:
tiny boats with lighted candles
on

a milkweed seed
drifting over my shadow
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again and again,
the black kitten brushes my pantleg;
summer breeze

the bus stop at night:
a frightened young nurse tightens
the grip on her purse

peeling layer

through the chain link fence

suffering alone
from full-blown scrotal hernia:
the heat

fixing myself comfrey tea

a handful of choke cherries

cleaning out the house
after father's funeral:
my baby pictures

November hailstorm
pelting the political billboard:
the candidates smile

In the file

In the field
of marihuana

In the hidden field
of ripened marihuana

hidden in the field
of ripened marihuana;
bear traps

hickories by the creek;
out of the sinewy silence:
cicada

subway billboard
engraved with graffiti:
her mustachioed smile

subway billboard
engraved with graffiti:

Bowery billboard
engraved with graffiti:
her mustachioed smile

In the attic trunk,
his letters from Viet Nam:
dog-eared and yellowed

Viet Nam album

bulldozers topple the bill
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subway billboard
engraved with graffiti:
her mustachioed smile

subway billboard
covered with graffiti
her mustachioed smile

the mistake man makes is he thinks people are more important than
animals. Every particular is equally important in the universal scheme
of things. For whatever we do to each particular we do to
himself. Thou art that

the common mistake of thinking human beings are more important than
major obstacles to man's growth and evolution, Every particular is equally important in the universal scheme of things. For whatever we do to each particular we do to ourselves. Thou art that.

at his wife's viewing
his portable oxygen tank
behind the roses

at his wife's viewing, behind the bank of roses:
his oxygen tank

that woodpecker's knock, and the morning mockingbird's
warning of the cat

locking through the arch
of ruins of the homestead
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on the frozen snow
reflecting ambulance lights:
the doll's face

leaving the creek
crawling with duckweed and leeches:
the heat

on the frozen snow
reflecting ambulance lights:
the ragdoll's face

signing myself out
of the Coronary Ward:
the gauntlet of doctors
beyond tenements
reflecting the cemetery:
the city sewage pond

signing myself out
of the Coronary Ward:
the doctors gauntlet

entering the
entrancing the

entrancing the grove,
now sanctified by the grave;
the scent of incense

the autumn wind
freeing the branches of leaves

alone in the grove,
among the tongues of tombstones:
young love

boulevard billboard
the star of X-rated films:
her seductive smile

birthday burial
he planted in her backyard:
daylilies in bloom
taking up the room
where her dead son planted them:
daylilies in bloom

In the city park,
growing up through yew bushes:
blooming milkweed
milkweed in bloom

beneath the linden,
in the silence of fireflies:
thoughts of my brother
twilight quiet
punctuated by fireflies:
thoughts of my dead brother

subway billboard
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In the folded flag
at the foot of the coffin:
empty rifle shells
the crescent moon—
mother eagle returns
with empty claws
Easter morning rain
dripping from the crucifix
ripples the red wine
doctor's office
palsied hands in her pockets:
staring children
raising the new barn
leaving the limousine,
the shadow of the widow
shivers in the wind
the church collection
burning by mistake in the trash:
this Ash Wednesday
burning by mistake in the trash:
the church collection
empty pocketbook
stolen from the old lady,
holds the cold wind
holding the cold wind,
stolen from the old lady:
empty pocketbook
raising Old Glory,
lowering the gold coffin:
the soldier's story
through the long sermon,
through the cathedral window:
the mockingbird's song
paying respects:
the widow sits looking out
the bedroom window
palsied hands holding
this Ash Wednesday
burned by mistake in the trash:
the church collection
palsied hands holding
a photograph of father:
reflections by the fire
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empty cellar hole
filled with litter and lilacs:
bitter cold

wild geese returning
to the monastery pond:
burning last year's palm

at the traffic light,
selling bouquets to motorists:
the heat

monastic silence

path to the outhouse:
my father's and grandfather's
footprints in the dust

alone on the road:
my father's and grandfather's
footprints in the dust

the road through the woods:
my father's and grandfather's
footprints in the dust

clearing off the shelf
the dusty shape of years
the bust of himself

over the fireplace,
painted on a faded dish:
my dead brother's face
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early-june-joining-
the-human-chain-across-the-bridge-
for-nuclear-freeze

running the gauntlet
of hospital doctors

running the gauntlet
of Coronary Ward doctors;
signing myself cut

Coronary Ward:
signing myself cut running
the gauntlet of doctors

Coronary Ward:
running the gauntlet of doctors;
signing myself cut

visiting the grave:
hearing the voice of father
in the winds of March

fading in and cut
serenading each other:
graveyard cicadas

up in the choir loft
counting the congregation:
cricket
tiny fingerprints
faded wallpaper flowers;
fifty summers since

pausing to siften
the Communion bread in wine;
with a toothless smile

early morning fog
lifting from the frozen lake:
honking of wild geese

chasing pigeons
from the cathedral belfry:
the funeral bell

father and son
sitting at opposite ends
seesaw in the sun
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yesterday's headlines
plastered on the passing hearse:
wet leaves

Sioux burial grounds:
as series of oil drillings
desecrates the graves

autumn convalescence
through the hospital window

the empty schoolhouse
standing mute in the moonlight:
the war memorial

from baby rattle
to death rattle--
with songs in between

ancestral name plates
melting in the flaming mold:
casting the bronze bell

on the antenna
running through its repertoire:
mockingbird

as the tide rises,
and the mulberries ripen

another student
of mine passes away:
the autumn wind

old Monticello's
cellar hole where ice was stored:
only straw remains

the old Italian
shoemaker's parrot sleeping:
the heat

palsied hands at rest
once made magnificent gowns,
folded on her breast

my fifty sixth June:
still alone

my fifty sixth June:
still alone on a journey
into the unknown

snow-covered graves
slowly emerging from mist:
the distant city

snow-covered graves
slowly emerging from mist:
the morning moon

early-june-joining-
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at the bedroom door,
looking in on my mother:
the years of the war

Charleston River:
rows and rows of destroyers
ride the six knot tide

another Viet
Nam Memorial

another proposed
Viet Nam Memorial:
my palsied mother

another proposed
Viet Nam Memorial:
my palsied mother

In the evening sun
lowering its velvet antlers:
the lame caribou
cricket quiet:

flying sparks from the campfire
silence the stars

stolen pocketbook
emptied on the empty lot
holds the cold wind

scum-covered pond:
the returning dragonfly
becomes a fern frond

at the missile plant

at his wife's viewing;
pinned to the heart of roses:
a suicide note

at the bedroom door,
looking in on my mother
shaking from the war

waiting in line
for November Food Stamps:
computer breakdown

faded photographs
scattered on the attic floor:
reliving the war

unveiling another
Viet Nam Memorial:
the autumn wind
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on the frozen snow
reflecting ambulance lights;
the eyes of the dead
removing graffiti
from the war memorial;
the heat
pock marks in the dust
punctuated by his cane
and large drops of rain
after election
taking down the smiling face
after election,
the billboard's reflection
in the mud puddle
In the mud puddle,
the billboard's reflection
after election

a wad of pesos
stuffed in the mission poor box:
the signed confession

Fourth of July
under the Liberty Bell:
buzzing horsefly

where the pebbled beach
meets the maple's reflection:
the edge of the creek
after election,
replacing the candidate's face
with Santa Claus' smile
pock marks in the dust
punctuated by his cane

billboard Santa Claus
replacing the candidate's face
boulevard billboard
replacing the candidate:
Santa Claus's face
boulevard billboard
replacing the candidate's face:
Thanksgiving turkey
pock marks in the dust
punctuated by his cane:
the old slave's story
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boulevard billboard,
the star of X-rated films;
her seductive smile

the village school bell;
great grandmother and grandfather
waiting hand in hand

to a field of wild aster;
the far killdeer's cry

the battleground yields
halfway up the slope,
abandoned by its mother:
the caribou calf

the jack-o-lantern
beside the cider barrel
grandfather's footprints
fading at the fork in the road:
deepening snow

the jack-o-lantern
beside the cider barrel
now our neighbors gone
in the shade of the linden:
blossoms on the lawn

through the open door
entering the empty church:
evening sun

Funeral Wreaths for rent